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Abstract

Recent studies have shown the impressive effi-
cacy of counterfactually augmented data (CAD)
for reducing NLU models’ reliance on spu-
rious features and improving their generaliz-
ability. However, current methods still heav-
ily rely on human efforts or task-specific de-
signs to generate counterfactuals, thereby im-
peding CAD’s applicability to a broad range
of NLU tasks. In this paper, we present Au-
toCAD, a fully automatic and task-agnostic
CAD generation framework. AutoCAD first
leverages a classifier to unsupervisedly identify
rationales as spans to be intervened, which dis-
entangles spurious and causal features. Then,
AutoCAD performs controllable generation en-
hanced by unlikelihood training to produce di-
verse counterfactuals. Extensive evaluations on
multiple out-of-domain and challenge bench-
marks demonstrate that AutoCAD consistently
and significantly boosts the out-of-distribution
performance of powerful pre-trained models
across different NLU tasks, which is compara-
ble or even better than previous state-of-the-
art human-in-the-loop or task-specific CAD
methods. The code is publicly available at
https://github.com/thu-coai/AutoCAD.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art NLU models have achieved im-
pressive in-distribution performance, even surpass-
ing humans on many benchmarks such as GLUE
(Wang et al., 2018) and SuperGLUE (Wang et al.,
2019). However, these apparently powerful NLU
models are known to suffer from shortcut learning,
i.e., learning spurious features in datasets instead
of actually solving the underlying tasks, thereby
leading to unsatisfactory generalizability (Geirhos
et al., 2020). For example, in Natural Language In-
ference, a negation word can be a strong indicator
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Original

Premise A group of men riding bicycles in a line.
Hypothesis The men riding together.
Label Entailment

AutoCAD

Premise A group of men riding bicycles in a line.
Hypothesis The men are professionals.
Label Neutral

Premise A group of men riding bicycles in a line.
Hypothesis The men ride to work.
Label Neutral

Premise A group of men riding bicycles in a line.
Hypothesis The men riding horses.
Label Contradiction

Premise A group of men sitting in a crowded cafe.
Hypothesis The men riding together.
Label Contradiction

Premise A group of men riding separately in a crowded bus.
Hypothesis The men riding together.
Label Contradiction

· · ·

Table 1: Examples of original NLI data and counter-
factual data generated by AutoCAD. The identified ra-
tionales in the original data and generated spans in the
counterfactual data are highlighted in colors along with
the corresponding labels.

of contradiction, and a high rate of word overlap
between the premise and the hypothesis can be a
strong indicator of entailment (Gururangan et al.,
2018; Naik et al., 2018). This phenomenon hinders
the practical application of NLU models.

Among the recent attempts to mitigate shortcut
learning in deep neural networks, Counterfactually
Augmented Data (CAD) attracts increasing atten-
tion due to its simplicity and effectiveness (Kaushik
et al., 2019). Specifically, CAD are created through
altering the ground-truth labels of original exam-
ples by manipulating causal features. By adding
CAD to the original dataset, we can reduce spuri-
ous correlations between non-causal features and
labels. The shortcut learning problem is hence
mitigated from a data-centric perspective, yielding
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classifiers with better generalizability.

Different from the traditional label-preserving
data augmentation methods, e.g., simply replac-
ing random words with their synonyms, the cre-
ation of CAD is more challenging as it requires
precisely disentangling spurious and causal fea-
tures, as well as making proper changes to alter
the label. To tackle this problem, many existing
studies still rely on human efforts to create CAD
(Kaushik et al., 2019; Gardner et al., 2020) or la-
bel the generated CAD (Wu et al., 2021), which is
costly and time-consuming. Moreover, manually-
curated CAD may even exacerbate existing spu-
rious patterns or introduce new ones due to the
lack of diversity in annotators’ edits (Huang et al.,
2020; Joshi and He, 2021). While task-specific
methods can be designed to automatically gener-
ate counterfactuals for sentiment analysis (Yang
et al., 2021) and open-domain QA(Paranjape et al.,
2021), the design and effectiveness of a fully au-
tomatic and task-agnostic CAD generator are still
under-explored.

In this paper, we present AutoCAD, a fully au-
tomatic and task-agnostic CAD generation frame-
work, which only takes the original NLU dataset
as input and can generate diverse counterfactuals
guided by any given target label. Our framework
design completely eliminates the need for human
efforts, task-specific designs, or parallel counter-
factually augmented data for supervised training.
Specifically, AutoCAD first leverages the gradi-
ents of a trained classifier to automatically identify
rationales as spans to be intervened. Then, Au-
toCAD formulates counterfactual generation as a
label-controlled text-infilling task with the help of a
large-scale sequence-to-sequence language model.
AutoCAD further introduces unlikelihood training
(Welleck et al., 2019) to improve the controllability
of counterfactual generation.

We study the effectiveness of AutoCAD on two
widely-adopted NLU tasks: Natural Language In-
ference and Sentiment Analysis. We extend the
original training data with counterfactuals auto-
matically generated by AutoCAD and evaluate the
generalizability of state-of-the-art NLU models on
multiple out-of-domain and challenge benchmarks.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that AutoCAD
consistently and significantly improves the out-of-
distribution performance across different tasks and
different powerful pre-trained models. AutoCAD
outperforms previous non-CAD data augmentation

baselines by a large margin, especially on the chal-
lenging benchmarks where shortcut learning be-
havior is amplified. It also achieves comparable
or even better results than previous state-of-the-art
human-in-the-loop or task-specific CAD methods.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mitigating Shortcut Learning of NLU
Models

There are two lines of research towards mitigating
shortcut learning of NLU models: model-centric
and data-centric. Model-centric methods focus on
reducing the reliance on spurious features during
the training phase of NLU models. Clark et al.
(2019); He et al. (2019); Mahabadi et al. (2019) pro-
pose to ensemble a bias-only model with the main
model based on the product-of-experts(PoE) frame-
work to suppress it from focusing on the known
dataset-specific bias. Utama et al. (2020); Du et al.
(2021) further propose general methods to quantify
the shortcut degree of each sample without the prior
knowledge of bias and then debias NLU models
through re-weighting or confidence regularization
during training. Instead of incorporating additional
modules or training objectives, data-centric meth-
ods focus on intrinsically reducing the spurious
features in datasets. Wu et al. (2022) proposes a
filtering mechanism based on z-statistics (Gardner
et al., 2021) for removing data samples that con-
tribute to spurious features. And CAD also falls
into this category.

2.2 Counterfactually Augmented Data

Kaushik et al. (2019); Gardner et al. (2020) em-
ploy human annotators to create CAD by manually
rewriting the original datasets. However, manual
rewrites are not only time-consuming and expen-
sive but also may exacerbate existing spurious fea-
tures or introduce new ones due to the lack of diver-
sity in annotators’ edits (Huang et al., 2020; Joshi
and He, 2021). To alleviate this issue, Wu et al.
(2021) propose POLYJUICE, a task-agnostic GPT2-
based counterfactual generator, which is fine-tuned
on parallel original-counterfactual pairs collected
from multiple datasets to allow for control codes
such as negation, insert and delete. However, since
POLYJUICE is an untargeted counterfactual genera-
tor, human annotators are still needed to label the
generated counterfactuals. There are also some
task-specific methods to automatically generate
counterfactuals for sentiment analysis (Yang et al.,
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2021) and open-domain QA(Paranjape et al., 2021).
Similar to our work, Madaan et al. (2021); Ross
et al. (2020) also aims to design a task-agnostic
automatic counterfactual generator. Our work is
distinguished from these mainly in that we not only
evaluate the performance of the proposed generator
in controllability and diversity but also conduct ex-
tensive experiments on multiple out-of-domain and
challenge benchmarks to thoroughly investigate the
efficacy of the automatically generated CAD for im-
proving the generalizability of powerful pre-trained
NLU models across different tasks.

2.3 Controllable Text Generation

Controllable text generation aims to generate texts
aligning with the desired attribute and hence is an
essential component of automatic CAD generation.
The most straightforward and commonly used ap-
proach is to directly fine-tune a generative model
with the concatenation of the text and the targeted
attribute, which is also known as Class-Conditional
Language Model (CCLM) (Keskar et al., 2019).
Another line of work achieves attribute control dur-
ing the decoding process without updating parame-
ters of large-scale language models, which reduces
computation costs (Dathathri et al., 2019; Krause
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021; Yang and Klein, 2021).
In general, CCLM performs better in text quality
and inference speed but worse in controllability.
We thus base our generator on CCLM and further
introduce unlikelihood training to enhance its con-
trollability.

3 Methodology

3.1 Task Definition

Let {(xi, yi)} be the training set of a classification
task, where xi can either be a text or a text pair,
and yi ∈ Y is the corresponding label.

For each (xi, yi) and a given target label ŷi �= yi,
we define the counterfactual generation task as to
generate one or more counterfactual example x̂i
that meet the following requirements. 1) Label
flipping: x̂i should be in accord with the target
label ŷi. 2) Fluent: x̂i should be coherent and
grammatically correct. 3) Minimal change:

Ideally, x̂i should only intervene in the rationales
(causal features) to disentangle them from the spu-
rious features. The requirement of minimal change
is positively correlated with label flipping since it
is less likely to flip the original label yi without
touching its rationales. 4) Diverse: the changes

from xi to x̂i should be diverse among the dataset,
especially when giving the same target label ŷi.
Otherwise, the generated counterfactuals may exac-
erbate existing spurious features or introduce new
spurious features (Huang et al., 2020; Joshi and He,
2021).

To tackle the problem, AutoCAD first leverages
a trained classifier to unsupervisedly identify ra-
tionales as spans to be intervened, eliminating the
need for human efforts or task-specific designs.
Then, AutoCAD formulates counterfactual gener-
ation as a label-controlled text-infilling task and
introduces unlikelihood training (Welleck et al.,
2019) to improve the controllability of counterfac-
tual generation, eliminating the need for parallel
CAD for supervised training. After generating x̂i,
AutoCAD further uses the classifier to post-select
the generated samples. Figure 1 shows the frame-
work overview of AutoCAD.

3.2 Identifying Rationales

To meet the requirement of minimal change and
label flipping, we need to select the spans to be
intervened carefully. Ideally, changing the words
exactly belonging to rationales will be the most
effective approach. However, the golden rationales
are unavailable without human efforts. Therefore,
we adopt the existing task-agnostic post-hoc expla-
nation methods to automatically identify rationales.
There are two mainstream categories of post-hoc
explanation methods: perturbation-based (Ribeiro
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016) and gradient-based (Si-
monyan et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015a). In this work,
we implement AutoCAD with the gradient norm
(Li et al., 2015a), and our framework can be easily
adapted to any other rationale extraction method.

Formally, given a classification model trained on
the original dataset and a data sample (x, y), where
x = (w1, w2, · · · , wm) = (t1, t2, · · · , tn) is the
text input with m words and n tokens, and y is the
classification label, we first calculate the gradient
of the model output with respect to the embedding
ei of each token ti in the input x:

g(ti) = ∇eiP (y|x)

where P (y|x) is the output logit for label y given
the input x.

Then we obtain the saliency score sti of each
token ti by taking the l2 norm of the gradient and
re-normalizing it along all the input tokens:
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Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men Entailment riding together<1>

Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men riding together Entailment

Contradiction

Neutral

(1) Identify Rationales

(2) Unlikelihood Training

(3) Generate Counterfactuals
(4) Consistency Filtering

<1>

riding horses<1>

<1> are professionals

Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men <1>

Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men <1>

Contradiction

Neutral

Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men <1>

Premise: A group of men riding bicycles in a line Hypothesis: The men <1>

Classifier

Classifier

Figure 1: Overview of AutoCAD. The framework consists of four steps: (1) leverage a classifier to unsupervisedly
identify rationales as spans to be intervened (masked); (2) train a controllable text-infilling generator enhanced by
unlikelihood training; (3) generate counterfactuals according to a flipped target label; (4) post-select the generated
samples based on the agreement of the target label and the predicted label of the classifier.

sti =
||g(ti)||2∑n
j=1 ||g(tj)||2

Considering that some tokenization algorithms
adopted in widely used NLU Models, e.g., byte-
level Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) in RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019), would split a single word wi into K
sub-tokens (t1i , t

2
i , · · · , tKi ), we further derive the

word-level saliency score swi as the largest saliency
score of its sub-tokens:

swi =
K

max
k=1

stki

After obtaining the word-level saliency score,
we select the top π% words with the largest swi

values as rationales, where π is a threshold hy-
perparameter. Note that the classifier we used is
trained on the original dataset and thereby is also
exposed to spurious features. In order to mitigate
error propagation, we only select those samples for
which the model predictions are correct. We as-
sume the model is more likely to exploit the golden
rationales in these samples than the rest.

3.3 Unlikelihood Training for
Label-Controlled Text Infilling

In this section, we aim to train a generator that can
modify the identified rationales in a diverse way
and produce counterfactual data in accord with the
new label. As we do not have parallel CAD for
supervised training like POLYJUICE, we formulate

counterfactual generation as a label-controlled text-
infilling task, i.e., to generate more variations for
the masked rationale spans in accord with a given
flipped label. Moreover, this task formulation also
ensures that all the identified non-rationales will
remain unchanged in the generated counterfactuals.

We base our generation model on an encoder-
decoder model - T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) particu-
larly - for two reasons. 1) Controllability and diver-
sity are both crucial for the effectiveness of CAD.
As revealed by Kumar et al. (2020), texts gener-
ated by encoder-decoder models achieve a good
balance between controllability and diversity com-
pared with encoder-only models like BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) or decoder-only models like GPT
(Radford et al.). 2) T5 is pre-trained with the same
text-infilling objective, which mitigates the gap be-
tween pre-training and fine-tuning. Thus we can
take better advantage of knowledge in pre-trained
language models for generating counterfactuals.

In order to realize label-controlled generation,
the common training objective of CCLM is to min-
imize the negative log-likelihood loss LMLE of
reconstructing the text output conditioned on the
given label. In AutoCAD, the loss is as follows:

LMLE = −
|z|∑

t=1

logP (zt|z<t, x− z, y)

where z denotes the identified rationales, x is the
original text input, x− z is the rationale-corrupted
text input, and y is the classification label.
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However, using only the likelihood training ob-
jective may lead the model to over-focus on the
text input x− z and ignore the control label y.

To alleviate this issue, we introduce unlikeli-
hood training (Welleck et al., 2019) to suppress the
model from always generating the original ratio-
nales when a perturbed label ŷ is given. Formally,
the unlikelihood loss LUL is computed as follows:

LUL = −
∑

ŷ∈Y,ŷ �=y

|z|∑

t=1

log(1−P (zt|z<t, x−z, ŷ))

Then we derive the overall loss function as fol-
lows:

L = LMLE + α ∗ LUL

where the coefficient α is a hyperparameter to con-
trol the strength of the unlikelihood loss.

Intuitively, minimizing the unlikelihood loss
LUL improves the model’s sensitivity to the con-
trol label and thus results in better controllability
on generation. However, we note that the token zt
to be penalized needs to be carefully selected. As
non-rationales have no strong association with any
control label y, penalizing them may accidentally
introduce noise to the generator and degrade its
performance, which is validated in our experiment
results in Section 4.4.

3.4 Consistency Filtering
Since we aim at a task-agnostic and fully-automatic
counterfactual generation framework, the control-
lability of the generator could be insufficient when
applied to some challenging NLU tasks such as
Natural Language Inference. Therefore, we fur-
ther leverage the classification model used in Sec-
tion 3.2 to post-select the generated output. Specif-
ically, we deem a generated counterfactual as valid
if its target label is consistent with the prediction of
the classifier. After consistency filtering, we finally
obtain the counterfactually augmented data.

4 Experiments

4.1 Benchmark Tasks
We evaluate our method on two widely-adopted
NLU tasks, Natural Language Inference (NLI) and
Sentiment Analysis (SA). We select the SST-2
dataset which contains 8,544 examples (Socher
et al., 2013) and a subset from the SNLI dataset
which contains 20,000 examples (Bowman et al.,

2015) as the original in-domain dataset. And since
we focus on measuring the generalizability of the
model after data augmentation, we further conduct
extensive evaluations on multiple out-of-domain
and challenge benchmarks for each task. For more
details about the evaluation benchmarks, please
refer to Appendix A.2.

4.2 Baselines

We compare AutoCAD with the following base-
lines. For all the automatic data augmentation
methods, we augment each sample once unless
otherwise specified.

Synonym Replacement A proportion of r words
are chosen from the sentence (excluding the stop-
words), and each chosen word is independently
replaced with its synonyms based on WordNet
(Zhang et al., 2015). The r is set to 30% in our
experiment.

Back Translation The sentence is first translated
to another language, and then back-translated to
the source language (Sennrich et al., 2015).

BERT-MLM A proportion of r words are chosen
from the sentence excluding the stopwords, and
each chosen word is independently replaced with
the top k words predicted by a pre-trained BERT
model (Jiao et al., 2019). The r is set to 30% and
k is set to 100 in our experiment.

Sentiment-CAD Sentiment-CAD (Yang et al.,
2021) is the previous state-of-the-art method to au-
tomatically generate counterfactuals for sentiment
analysis. Sentiment-CAD uses an external senti-
ment word dictionary and a sentiment classifier to
identify rationales. For each word in the identified
rationales, it either removes the word (usually a
negation word such as “not” and “no”) or generates
an alternative word with an opposing sentiment po-
larity according to the sentiment word dictionary
using BERT-MLM. However, there are two draw-
backs of this method. First, the reliance on the
external word dictionary makes Sentiment-CAD a
task-specific method that may face the challenge
when handling complex data without explicit sen-
timent words. Second, the diversity of generated
data is limited as the encoder-only model used in
Sentiment-CAD can only generate fix-length al-
ternatives that are further constrained by the pre-
defined dictionary.
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Human-CAD The Human-CAD dataset
(Kaushik et al., 2019) is created by employing
human annotators to rewrite a subset of the SNLI
dataset. In our experiment, we ensure that our
training dataset includes all the samples in the
subset.

We also compare AutoCAD with other methods
that are not specially designed for CAD (see Ap-
pendix A.4).

4.3 Implementation Details

We adopt the state-of-the-art pre-trained NLU
model RoBERTaLARGE (Liu et al., 2019) as the clas-
sifier to identify rationales and do consistency filter-
ing, and T5LARGE (Raffel et al., 2019) as the genera-
tor. For training the classifier, we set the batch size
to 32, the initial learning rate of the AdamW opti-
mizer to 1e-5, and the maximum training epoch to
20. We select the best checkpoint based on the ac-
curacy of the in-domain validation set. For training
the generator, we set the batch size to 8, the initial
learning rate of AdamW to 1e-5, and the maxi-
mum training epoch to 10 with an early stopping
mechanism. We set α = 1 for Natural Language
Inference, and α = 0.3 for Sentiment Analysis. We
select the best checkpoint based on the perplexity
of the validation set. We generate counterfactu-
als using nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019)
with p = 0.9 and temperature = 0.7.

4.4 Main Results

The results on NLI and SA are shown in Table 2. It
can be seen that methods based on CAD generally
outperform non-CAD methods. In particular, on
NLI, which is a more challenging NLU task, we
observe that all the non-CAD baselines result in
negative in-distribution and out-of-distribution per-
formance, except in only a few cases where a slight
improvement can be achieved. In contrast, Auto-
CAD consistently and significantly improves out-
of-distribution performance while maintaining or
slightly improving the in-distribution performance
across different tasks and different pre-trained mod-
els. Especially that AutoCAD achieves impres-
sive results on the challenge sets where shortcut
learning behavior is amplified, demonstrating its
effectiveness for mitigating shortcut learning. Fur-
thermore, it also achieves comparable or even bet-
ter performance than Human-CAD and Sentiment-
CAD, while eliminating the need for any human
effort or task-specific design.

4.5 Validity of the Identified Rationales
We first measure the alignment of model-identified
rationales with human rationales from e-SNLI
(Camburu et al., 2018; DeYoung et al., 2019). The
token-level macro-F1 score is 0.46. Following
Kaushik et al. (2020), we further conduct exper-
iments to verify the validity of the identified ratio-
nales. We randomly mask r% tokens in the identi-
fied rationales and non-rationales respectively, and
observe performance changes of the NLU model
trained on these two differently noised datasets. If
the identified rationales can represent causal fea-
tures, masking these rationales is expected to re-
sult in worse model performance than masking
non-rationales. Furthermore, the difference should
get amplified as the noising ratio r% increases.
We conduct experiments on NLI using BERTBASE.
As suggested by Kaushik et al. (2020), we select
only those premise-hypothesis pairs altogether with
more than 9 tokens marked as rationales, eliminat-
ing the length imbalance between rationales and
non-rationales. As shown in Figure 2, we observe
a significantly sharper decrease in accuracy when
adding noise to the identified rationales in all the
test datasets, covering in-domain, out-of-domain,
and challenge settings. The results demonstrate the
internal validity of the identified rationales.

Figure 2: Changes in accuracy as we add noise to the
unsupervisedly identified rationales or non-rationales.

4.6 Ablation Study
To further investigate the influence of each com-
ponent in AutoCAD, we run an ablation study
on NLI and report the metrics of generation
quality, including controllability measured by
label flipping rate, and diversity by distinct-n
(Madaan et al., 2021). From the results in Table 3,
it can be seen that combining rationale-masking
strategy and unlikelihood training achieves the best
performance on controllability and diversity. More-
over, we draw the following conclusions. 1) Mask-
ing rationales instead of random spans can effec-
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Natural Language Inference Sentiment Analysis

Method
In-Domain Out-of-Domain Challenge

Avg.
In-Domain Out-of-Domain Challenge

Avg.SNLI MNLI-m MNLI-mm Human-CAD Diagnostic Stress Break SST-2 IMDb Yelp Human-CAD Contrast

BERTBASE

Original 84.84 63.02 63.84 61.25 50.27 54.55 69.32 60.38 88.42 86.68 88.95 87.50 82.58 86.43
Synonym Rep. 84.77 64.06 64.61 61.44 49.91 57.26 68.40 60.95 87.42 86.07 90.82 87.90 83.40 87.05
Back Trans. 84.86 63.89 64.04 61.25 49.73 56.91 66.35 60.36 87.60 89.14 89.27 87.50 83.81 87.43
BERT-MLM 83.92 62.78 63.88 57.18 49.73 56.30 66.25 59.35 87.06 84.84 88.53 80.12 77.25 82.69

Human-CAD 85.75 66.26 66.14 70.87 51.72 57.74 79.38 65.35 - - - - -
Sentiment-CAD - - - - - - - - 87.73 88.93 89.73 90.16 87.09 88.98
AutoCAD 87.25 69.67 70.27 71.43 54.26 59.13 89.59 68.38 88.19 88.52 90.94 91.80 88.73 90.00

BERTLARGE

Original 86.15 69.32 70.15 66.75 53.80 60.92 83.58 67.42 87.38 85.45 87.88 88.52 83.40 86.31
Synonym Rep. 86.77 70.85 71.70 66.87 54.53 64.27 80.69 68.15 88.00 87.50 88.57 92.01 84.43 88.13
Back Trans. 86.40 68.61 68.71 64.75 54.53 60.31 76.41 65.55 87.38 80.53 83.38 80.12 74.59 79.66
BERT-MLM 84.38 65.61 66.74 58.50 50.72 58.69 69.18 61.57 88.05 87.30 88.54 84.84 79.51 85.05

Human-CAD 86.88 70.46 69.36 73.87 53.89 61.78 90.37 69.96 - - - - -
Sentimen-CAD - - - - - - - - 88.87 85.04 88.56 88.73 85.66 87.00
AutoCAD 87.98 74.50 75.05 73.75 55.98 65.04 90.53 72.22 87.78 86.27 89.94 90.98 86.68 89.04

RoBERTaBASE

Original 88.02 75.07 76.07 68.31 55.07 67.09 91.22 72.14 91.09 85.66 91.16 85.45 81.56 85.96
Synonym Rep. 87.61 73.91 75.23 67.44 55.34 65.43 84.79 70.32 89.68 87.70 93.26 90.16 87.70 89.71
Back Trans. 87.86 74.11 74.75 67.12 54.34 65.02 80.10 69.28 91.18 87.50 92.22 88.52 84.84 88.27
BERT-MLM 87.13 73.25 74.08 66.87 54.53 64.83 89.59 70.53 89.55 87.09 91.46 85.86 80.12 86.13

Human-CAD 87.42 75.85 76.01 75.56 56.52 64.86 90.96 73.29 - - - - -
Sentiment-CAD - - - - - - - - 89.95 89.95 93.41 94.26 91.19 92.21
AutoCAD 88.11 76.32 77.09 74.56 56.88 65.17 91.77 73.63 90.81 88.52 92.47 92.62 88.52 90.53

RoBERTaLARGE

Original 89.42 80.13 80.29 73.56 58.24 67.82 90.36 75.07 91.58 88.73 94.84 88.93 87.70 90.05
Synonym Rep. 89.58 80.83 81.77 72.62 56.70 72.33 91.42 75.95 90.41 89.55 94.57 89.55 90.37 91.01
Back Trans. 88.92 78.75 78.95 72.37 59.51 67.38 90.54 74.58 89.68 91.60 95.49 92.62 91.39 92.78
BERT-MLM 89.02 76.94 77.29 67.12 55.71 68.91 86.81 72.13 90.86 92.21 96.16 88.31 86.48 90.79

Human-CAD 90.23 81.90 82.07 78.50 60.14 72.06 93.97 78.11 - - - - -
Sentiment-CAD - - - - - - - - 89.82 90.34 93.60 94.67 91.80 92.35
AutoCAD 89.63 82.25 81.89 76.25 61.32 74.14 93.93 78.30 90.50 92.83 95.60 94.48 93.03 93.99

Table 2: Model Accuracy on different NLU tasks with different data augmentation methods. The best results are
highlighted in bold. The average scores take into account the scores on all the out-of-domain and challenge test sets.

tively improve the label flipping rate, in both the
training and generation phases and in different
loss settings. 2) While the controllability of the
generator improves after fine-tuning with standard
MLE objective, combining with unlikelihood train-
ing can further boost the label flipping rate from
42.17% to 68.56%. 3) Unlikelihood training signif-
icantly improves the diversity of generation, as the
generator is forced to generate under the guidance
of the target label other than just generating the
words seen in the original example. 4) Masking
rationales can fully exploit the benefits of unlikeli-
hood training, resulting in a substantial controllabil-
ity improvement from 47.87% to 68.56%. In fact,
when using random mask in unlikelihood training,
we observe that the unlikelihood loss LUL will
gradually conflict with the likelihood loss LMLE .

4.7 Analysis of α in Unlikelihood Training

We investigate the effect of the coefficient α on the
generator’s performance on the NLI task. As shown
in Figure 3, as α increases, there is a significant
improvement in label flipping rate and diversity,
with a modest increase in perplexity. This trend

Variants (train loss) Masktrain Maskgen FR Distinct-3/4

AutoCADnotrain N/A random 23.65 0.25/0.94

AutoCADMLE random random 32.17 0.33/1.18
AutoCADMLE random rationales 34.09 0.23/0.83
AutoCADMLE rationales rationales 42.17 0.27/0.94

AutoCADMLE+UL random rationales 47.87 0.39/1.61
AutoCADMLE+UL rationales rationales 68.56 0.40/1.48

Table 3: Ablation study on the effect of rationales and
unlikelihood training on generator’s performance, con-
ducted on SNLI. FR means label flipping rate. (Refer to
Appendix A.1 for more details about the metrics.)

slows down after the coefficient α exceeds 1.0.

4.8 Comparing AutoCAD with FlipDA

We note that AutoCADnotrain is similar to FlipDA
(Zhou et al., 2021), a concurrent work that fo-
cuses on improving in-domain performance in
the low-resource scenario only and gets substan-
tial improvement on various NLU tasks. While
both AutoCADnotrain and FlipDA randomly se-
lect spans to be intervened and leverage the vanilla
T5 model to fill in the blank, FlipDA has a more
specific design on prompt engineering and post-
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Method(Augmenting Times)
In-Domain Out-of-Domain Challenge

Avg. (% )SNLI MNLI-m MNLI-mm CAD Diagnostic Stress Break

Original 84.84 63.02 63.84 61.25 50.27 54.55 69.32 60.38

FlipDA (10) 86.07 68.81 69.27 67.19 53.17 57.73 82.49 66.44
AutoCAD (1) 87.25 69.67 70.27 71.43 54.26 59.13 89.59 68.38
AutoCAD (10) 87.61 72.35 72.96 72.31 55.71 60.14 92.19 70.94

Table 4: Comparison between AutoCAD and FlipDA, conducted on BERTBASE. (1) and (10) after each method mean
the number of augmenting times. CAD generated by AutoCAD are more sample efficient than those by FlipDA.

Figure 3: The effect of the coefficient α on the perfor-
mance of the generator trained on SNLI.

selection strategy. Therefore, we adopt the same
setting from their paper to fully exploit its perfor-
mance: (1) we use “{premise} ? Yes/No/Maybe
. {hypothesis}” as the prompt. (2) we augment
N = 10 times for each example in the original
dataset. (3) we select the generated counterfactual
with the largest probabilities for the target label.

As shown in Table 4, AutoCAD consistently
and substantially outperforms FlipDA while using
fewer counterfactuals after augmenting only once.
Moreover, augmenting N = 10 times with Auto-
CAD will further boost the performance of NLU
models. The results indicate that the counterfactu-
als generated by AutoCAD are more informative
and sample efficient compared with FlipDA. We
conjecture that the random mask strategy and the
weaker controllability of FlipDA may lead to more
label-preserving adversarial examples, and thereby
introduce more label noise.

4.9 Case Study
We present two cases from our NLU benchmark
tasks in Figure 4. We can observe that the NLU
model trained on the original data over-relies on
words like “not” and “refuses”, leading to wrong
predictions. In contrast, counterfactually aug-
mented data generated by AutoCAD effectively
mitigates this phenomenon and successfully cor-
rects the model predictions. We also present mul-
tiple generation examples in Appendix A.6 to

demonstrate that AutoCAD can generate diverse
counterfactuals across different tasks.

4.10 Discussion

By disentangling instance-level causal and non-
causal features, CAD could implicitly mitigate
unknown statistical spurious features in dataset-
level (Kaushik et al., 2019, 2020). The assumption
here is different from that the prior of spurious fea-
tures should be known and characterized with re-
searchers’ task-specific insights (Clark et al., 2019;
He et al., 2019; Mahabadi et al., 2019). The lat-
ter has several limitations: 1) Datasets are likely
to contain unknown spurious features which are
hard to define. 2) The spurious features are dataset-
specific.

5 Conclusion

We propose AutoCAD, a fully automatic and task-
agnostic counterfactually augmented data gener-
ation framework. AutoCAD combines effective
rationale extraction methods and a controllable
generative model enhanced by unlikelihood train-
ing, which can generate diverse counterfactuals.
Extensive experiments on multiple out-of-domain
and challenge benchmarks demonstrate that Auto-
CAD consistently and significantly improves the
out-of-distribution performance of powerful pre-
trained NLU models. More importantly, AutoCAD
achieves comparable or even better performance
than previous state-of-the-art human-in-the-loop or
task-specific methods. We believe this work has
broad interests in various NLU tasks.

6 Limitations

Despite the effectiveness of the gradient norm for
rationale extraction in AutoCAD, we have not
further explored more advanced methods such as
LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016), SHAP (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017), and L2E (Situ et al., 2021). Another
limitation of our work is that AutoCAD is still a
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A woman cook in an apron is smiling away from the camera with two other cooks in the background.
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A woman cook in an apron is smiling away from the camera with two other cooks in the background.

Method

Original
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most impressive, though, is the film's open - ended finale that refuses to entirely close its 
characters’ emotional wounds.

most impressive, though, is the film's open - ended finale that refuses to entirely close its 
characters’ emotional wounds.

Figure 4: Examples of the effect of AutoCAD on downstream NLU tasks. We observe the prediction changes of
a BERTBASE model trained with or without data augmentation by AutoCAD. The highlighted words are the top-5
rationales identified by the method in Section 3.2, indicating the importance of each word to the model decisions.

pipeline framework. Some recent studies attempt
to jointly optimize a rationale extractor and a clas-
sifier in an end-to-end fashion (Lei et al., 2016;
Chang et al., 2020; Paranjape et al., 2020; Yu et al.,
2021). We will extend AutoCAD to an end-to-end
framework by jointly training a rationale extractor
and a counterfactual generator.
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A Appendix

A.1 Metrics
Distinct-N It is computed as the number of dis-
tinct n-grams divided by the number of all n-grams
in generated data (Li et al., 2015b).

Label Flipping Rate (FR) Ideally, it is computed
as the proportion of the generated counterfactual
data whose target label is consistent with its golden
label. Since the golden label is unavailable with-
out human efforts, we use the prediction of the
classifier instead. Formally,

FR =

∑N
j=1 �[ŷ = argmaxy∈Y P (y|x̂)]

N

where N is the size of all the generated counterfac-
tuals and �[·] is the indicator function.

A.2 Details of Evaluation Benchmarks
A.2.1 Natural Language Inference

• MNLI-m and MNLI-mm (Williams et al.,
2017): The matched and the mismatched test
set of the Multi-Genre NLI dataset (MultiNLI)
differ in text domains. MultiNLI is derived
from ten different text genres of written and
spoken English, and is more challenging com-
pared with the Standford NLI dataset (SNLI)
(Bowman et al., 2015) which is derived from
only one domain.

• Human-CAD (Kaushik et al., 2019): The
Human-CAD dataset for NLI is a manually-
curated counterfactually augmented dataset
created by employing human annotators to
rewrite a subset of the SNLI dataset.

• Diagnostic (Wang et al., 2018): The Diagnos-
tic dataset is a manually-curated test set for
evaluating the model’s ability on several im-
portant linguistic phenomena, such as lexical
semantics and logic.

• Stress (Naik et al., 2018): The Stress test
set reveals a model’s ability to reason about
antonyms and numbers, reliance on spurious

lexical features, and robustness to random per-
turbations. It is constructed based on error
analysis and creating adversarial examples
from MultiNLI.

• Break (Glockner et al., 2018): The Breaking
NLI dataset is an adversarial test set for eval-
uating the ability of lexical inferences. For
each premise in the SNLI dataset, several hy-
potheses are generated by replacing a single
word in the premise and manually verified by
crowd-sourced workers.

A.2.2 Sentiment Analysis
• IMDb (Maas et al., 2011): The Internet Movie

Database (IMDb) dataset is a collection of
movie reviews.

• Yelp (Asghar, 2016): The Yelp Dataset is a
collection of user reviews for businesses, prod-
ucts, and services.

• Human-CAD (Kaushik et al., 2019): The
Human-CAD dataset for sentiment analysis is
a counterfactually augmented dataset created
by employing human annotators to rewrite a
subset of the IMDb dataset.

• Contrast (Gardner et al., 2020): Similar to
Human-CAD, Contrast is also a counterfactu-
ally augmented dataset created by manually
rewriting a subset of the IMDb dataset.

A.3 Experimental Details
A.3.1 Data Preprocessing
SNLI We extract the training set and validation
set from the official split of SNLI while balancing
the label distribution.

SST-2 We use the official split of SST-2 without
further preprocessing.

Dataset Train Dev

SNLI 20,000 2,400
SST-2 8,544 1,101

Table 5: Data Statistics.

A.3.2 Training Details
We provide more details about the training settings
of our experiment. Our codes are implemented
based on Huggingface’s Transformers (Wolf et al.,
2020). Table 6 shows the number of parameters
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for the models we used in our experiment. All ex-
periments are carried out on a single V100 GPU
(32GB). Each experiment can be completed in less
than 10 hours. We use manual search to select the
best hyperparameters, and the search space is pre-
sented in Table 7. Our model selection criterion is
validation accuracy for the classifier and validation
perplexity for the generator.

Model Number of Parameters

BERTBASE 110M
BERTLARGE 340M
RoBERTaBASE 125M
RoBERTaLARGE 355M

T5LARGE 770M

Table 6: Number of parameters.

Hyperparameter Search Space

classifier

Learning Rate choice[1e-5, 5e-5]
Training Epoch choice[5, 10, 20]
Sequence Length choice[64, 128, 350]
Optimizer AdamW
Epsilon (for AdamW) 1e-8
Weight Decay 1e-1

generator

Learning Rate choice[1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5]
Training Epoch choice[5, 10, 20]
Sequence Length choice[128, 350]
Optimizer choice[AdamW, Adafactor]
Epsilon (for AdamW) 1e-8
Weight Decay 1e-1
Warmup Ratio choice[0, 0.01]

Table 7: Number of parameters.

A.4 Comparing AutoCAD with More
Baselines

To our knowledge, there are limited automatic
label-flipping baselines other than Sentiment-CAD
and FlipDA, which are already presented in Table
2 and Table 4. In this section, we further compare
AutoCAD with three baselines, i.e., IRM (Dranker
et al., 2021), C2L (Choi et al., 2022) and sentiment
style-transfer (Shen et al., 2017). We conduct ex-
periments using BERTBASE. Experiment results
are shown in Table 8 and Table 9. AutoCAD con-
sistently and significantly outperforms all the three
baselines. For IRM, we run the hypothesis-only
setting from the official implementation. In line

with Dranker et al. (2021), IRM shows a large vari-
ance and does not work in natural datasets. For
C2L, we empirically choose the best λ between
[0.1,1.0] and find the gain is slight. In line with
Sentiment-CAD, we find that the sentiment-flipped
data generated by style-transferring degrades the
performance.

Method Avg.

Original 60.18±1.9

IRM (Dranker et al., 2021) 44.62±5.1

C2L (Choi et al., 2022) 60.51±1.1

AutoCAD 68.31±0.6

Table 8: Comparing AutoCAD with IRM and C2L on
NLI. We report the mean and the standard deviation
over 5 random seeds.

Method Avg.

Original 86.43
StyleTransfer (Shen et al., 2017) 83.96

AutoCAD 90.00

Table 9: Comparing AutoCAD with Sentiment Style
Transfer on SST.

A.5 Exploration of Robust Training for
Classifier

In our main experiment, we simply combine the
data generated by AutoCAD with the original data
and use cross-entropy loss to train the final classi-
fier. Considering the generated data are not perfect
and may conflict with the target labels, we won-
der if adopting a finer training method can better
utilize the heterogeneous data and further improve
the task performance. Therefore, we additionally
investigate the effectiveness of the counterfactual
loss (Chang et al., 2021), which does not require
a label for the counterfactual data and is proved to
work in training robust image classification models
on CAD. Specifically, given (x̂, ŷ) as a generated
counterfactual from the original example (x, y), we
compare the following two losses:

Lce = −log(P (ŷ|x̂))
Lcf = −log(1− P (y|x̂))

where Lce is the standard cross-entropy loss and
Lcf is the conterfactual loss. The cross-entropy
loss on (x, y) is omitted for simplicity.
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Method(Train loss)
In-Domain Out-of-Domain Challenge

Avg. (% )SNLI MNLI-m MNLI-mm CAD Diagnostic Stress Break

Original(Lce) 84.84 63.02 63.84 61.25 50.27 54.55 69.32 60.38

AutoCAD (Lce) 87.25 69.67 70.27 71.43 54.26 59.13 89.59 68.38
AutoCAD (Lcf ) 85.46 65.95 67.16 66.69 51.36 55.92 77.21 64.05

Table 10: Analysis of the effect of counterfactual loss for training classification models. Experiments are conducted
on BERTBASE.

We conduct experiments on SNLI with
BERTBASE. The results are shown in Table 10. We
find that while training with Lcf on data augmented
by AutoCAD also brings substantial improvements,
Lce consistently and significantly outperforms Lcf .
We conjecture that the label noise introduced by
AutoCAD is relatively low. Therefore, the cross-
entropy loss, which provides a stronger supervised
signal, can more fully exploit the augmented data
to train a robust classification model. As we fo-
cus on automatically generating counterfactuals in
this paper, we leave the exploration of how to train
a better classification model with AutoCAD for
future work.

A.6 Generation Examples
We present detailed cases of the counterfactually
augmented data generated by AutoCAD in Table 11

and Table 12. On the one hand, AutoCAD can iden-
tify valid rationales across different tasks. On the
other hand, AutoCAD can generate authentic and
diverse counterfactuals that conform to the target
labels. Moreover, AutoCAD does not just apply
simple rules to achieve label flipping. For example,
in Table 11, AutoCAD generates “young” against
“old” in (b) and “crossing a river” against “in the
snow” in (c) as contradictions, instead of simply
generating negation words such as “not” or “no-
body”. Another example shown in Table 12 (b)
demonstrates that AutoCAD can generate counter-
factuals with implicit negative expressions such as
“the only positive”. Interestingly, we also find that
AutoCAD can generate plausible counterfactuals
even after misidentifying rationales (see Table 12
(c)).
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Original

Premise A man in an orange kayak and a man in a blue kayak paddle around a beautiful lake .
Hypothesis Two men are sitting in front of a fire .
Label Contradiction

AutoCAD

Premise A man in an orange kayak and a man in a blue kayak paddle around a beautiful lake.
Hypothesis Two men are kayaking in the middle of a lake .
Label Entailment

Premise A man in an orange jacket sits and a man in a blue jacket around a beautiful fire.
Hypothesis Two men are sitting in front of a fire.
Label Entailment

Premise A man in an orange kayak and a man in a blue kayak paddle around a beautiful lake.
Hypothesis Two men are kayak racing in front of a crowd .
Label Neutral

(a)

Original

Premise A old woman is holding shopping bags on a busy city street.
Hypothesis A woman on a busy street holds some shopping bags .
Label Entailment

AutoCAD

Premise A blond woman is chatting on a busy city street.
Hypothesis A woman on a busy street holds some shopping bags
Label Neutral

Premise A old woman is holding shopping bags on a busy city street.
Hypothesis A young woman on a busy street holding shopping bags .
Label Contradiction

(b)

Original

Premise Two hikers crossing a snowy field , with mountainous terrain behind them.
Hypothesis Two hikers are out in the snow.
Label Entailment

AutoCAD

Premise Two cyclists crossing a river , with mountainous terrain behind them.
Hypothesis Two hikers are out in the snow.
Label Contradiction

Premise Two cyclists traverse a ridge , with mountainous terrain behind them.
Hypothesis Two hikers are out in the snow.
Label Contradiction

(c)

Table 11: Examples of original SNLI data and counterfactually augmented data generated by AutoCAD. We
highlight the identified rationales in original examples and the generated spans by AutoCAD.
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Original

Text Linklater fans , or pretentious types who want to appear avant-garde will suck up to this project ...
Label Negative

AutoCAD

Text Linklater fans , or pretentious types who want to appear avant-garde will adore to this project ...
Label Positive

Text Linklater fans , or pretentious types who want to appear avant-garde will definitely love to this
project ...

Label Positive

(a)

Original

Text The best thing I can say about this film is that I can’t wait to see what the director does next .
Label Positive

AutoCAD

Text The only positive thing I can say about this film is that I dread to see what the director does
next .

Label Negative

(b)

Original

Text We have an actor who is great fun to watch performing in a film that is only mildly diverting.
Label Negative

AutoCAD

Text We have an actor who is great fun to watch, even if the movie is only mildly diverting ..
Label Positive

Text We have an actor who is great fun to watch, despite a script is only mildly diverting ..
Label Positive

(c)

Original

Text A literary detective story is still a detective story and aficionados of the whodunit won’t be

disappointed .
Label Positive

AutoCAD

Text A well-written, but uninspired detective story is still a detective story and aficionados of the

genre will be disappointed .
Label Negative

(d)

Table 12: Examples of original SST-2 data and counterfactually augmented data generated by AutoCAD. We
highlight the identified rationales in original examples and the generated spans by AutoCAD.
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